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Abstract

A presentation is given for the cohomology ring of a finitely presented combinatorially aspherical
group with trivial coefficients in an integral domain. Cohomological periodicity is characterized
in terms of the cup product.

1980 Mathematics subject classification (Amer. Math. Soc.) (1985 Revision): primary 20 J 05;
secondary 20 F 05.

1. Introduction

The cohomology ring has not been computed directly for many groups be-
cause of the complexity of the calculations required. Using spectral se-
quences, Evens [5, 6.2] proved that the cohomology ring of any finite group is
finitely generated as a ring over any noetherian ring of trivial coefficients, and
Lewis [10] gave presentations of the integral cohomology rings of groups with
prime-cubed order, and surveyed earlier results for finite cyclic and symmet-
ric groups. Considerable work has been done on the classical groups using
^-theory (for example Quillen [12]) and on metacyclic groups (for exam-
ple Diethelm [4], Huebschmann [9], Rusin [14]). Ratcliffe [13] determined
the cup product in the cohomology ring of a one-relator group over selected
coefficient rings, using geometric methods.
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This paper gives a presentation of the cohomology ring H*(G;T) for any
finitely presented combinatorially aspherical (CA) group G with trivial co-
efficients in an integral domain F. This presentation is derived from the
author's calculation [7] of the cup product in H*(G;F). The cohomology
ring differs from that of the associated free product G of finite cyclic groups
only in dimensions 1 and 2, and consequently exhibits similar cohomological
properties.

Notation throughout will be as follows. Let G = F/(R)F, where F is the
free group of free generating set X and (R)F is the normal subgroup of F
generated by R. For each r in R, let tr be the root of r; that is, r — t"r

where nr > 1 is maximal, and let R° = {r e R : nr > 2}. If df/dx is the
Fox derivative [6] of the word / in the integral group ring ZF with respect
to the generator x of F, let ( / : x) and ( / : x,y) be the images in Z of
df/dx and d2f/dxdy, respectively, under the augmentation map, and let
(dR/dX) be the matrix of exponent sums (dR/dX)rx = (r : x). Finally
for any commutative ring F with 1, considered as a trivial C?-module, define
r m = T/mT and T = {y e F: my = 0} for any non-negative integer m, and
let R* = {r e R: charF divides nr}.

A presentation is CA if there are no nontrivial identities among the relators
[2, 1.4], and concise if no relator is conjugate to another or its inverse [2, page
4]-

Examples are one-relator groups, small cancellation groups [3], soluble
groups of cohomological dimension 2, and fundamental groups of certain
3-manifolds (including knot groups) [2, Section 5].

If G is a concise CA presentation the cohomology groups Hm(G;T) are
well known (see [7, pages 42-43; 8, Theorem 2]) to be

H2(G;D = (TR)/{dR/dX)(rx),

rw"-r, , » . 2 . + . . > i .
Fire*0 T"" m = 2n> n>2.

With each CA presentation G = (X: R) there is associated a free product of
finite cyclic groups G — (tr,r e R: t"',r e R), a homomorphism i: G —• G
mapping G onto the subgroup of G generated by {tr: r e / ? } , and an induced
ring homomorphism H*(G: F) -^ //*(G;F) for which i* is an isomorphism
if n > 3 and an epimorphism if n = 2.
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2. The cohomology ring

The cohomology ring of G is easy to describe, either from the known
cohomology of cyclic groups (for example [1, V.I. Exercise 1, V.3. Exercise
3]) or from [7, 4.1] since G is itself a CA concise presentation.

PROPOSITION 2.1. IfR is finite and Y is an integral domain, then H*(G;T)
has the following presentation.

Generators: ar, reR*; fir, r e R°;

degar= 1,

Relators: aras = firas = asfir = firfis = 0, r ^ s,

nrpr = 0, r e R°\R\

ar
2= ("')/?„ r e tf°n**,

OtrPr = Prt*r-

In [7] the author calculated a diagonal approximation for the Lyndon reso-
lution of G. From this we can obtain a complete description of the structure
of H*{G;T) which, however, may be more simply stated in terms of the
known structure of H*(G;T).

Clearly the cohomological periodicity of G may be characterised in terms
of the cup product.

LEMMA 2.2. Let ft be the 2-cocycle in the Lyndon resolution [7, page 42]
defined by 0(r) = 1, reR. Then p\J-\ Hn(G; - ) — Hn+2(G; - ) is a natural
isomorphism for all n > 3 and an epimorphism for n = 2.

PROOF. The same result holds for i*[0] in H*(G; - ) .

COROLLARY 2.3. If G is a CA group, H*(G;V) is generated as a ring by
elements of degree at most 3.

When T is an integral domain, and G is finitely presented, Hl(G;F) is free
of rank L=\X\- T&nkrS{dR/dX), where S(dR/dX) is the Smith normal
form of (dR/dX) [11, Theorem II.9]. Module generators of higher degree are
Pr,r e R and yr, reR*, where fir is the 2-cocycle in the Lyndon resolution
defined by fir{s) = drs (Kronecker delta), and yr = (i*)-l(arpr), from (2.1),
respectively. It is straightforward to show that for / e Hl(G;F), /*(/) =
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^ireR'CLxexitr '• x)f(x))ar- For degree reasons, it is now only necessary to
compute the product of degree 1 terms, since in higher degrees for generators
hn e H"(G;T) the product is derived from i*:

hnhm = (i*)-l(i*(hn)i*(hm)), n + m>3.

If a, and otj are 1-cocycles in the Lyndon resolution then by [7, 3.1, 3.3]
their cup product is given by (a,a,)(r) = YlxexT.y€x(r '• x,y)cn(x)aj(y),
r e R and hence, for free generators a, and a7, 1 < i,j < L of Hl(G;r),

: x,y)ai(x)aj(y)pr.

THEOREM 2.4. IfG has a finite CA presentation (X: R) andT is an integral
domain, then H*(G,r) has the following presentation.

Generators:

a/,1 <1<L; pr, reR; yr, reR*;

dega/ = 1, degjffr = 2, degyf = 3.

Module relators: nrp} = 0.
For each x e X, a relation ^,r€R{r :x)pr — 0.

Multiplication: apa, = -a,ap = T,reR(^x€xJ2yex(r '• x,y)ap{x)a,{y))pr,
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